




over even and uneven surfaces lvith l0 steps. This tour is not suitable for fulltime wheelchair/motorized scooter usens' Guests will
approx. 25 minutes at Cashew Nut Factory & Shop, for'shopping and browsing, if time permits' The walk from the tender boat to
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PKo2ElephantAdventure ft f,D
Tour durition: Approx. 5:00 Hours / Meeting location: Celebrity Theater, Deck 4 / Moderate &-r \87
Visit Elephant Camp, where you'll interact with gentle giants and learn about their behaviors. Enjoy a young elephant show and monkey show

before taking an exciting elephant ride (approx. 30 minutes) through a tropical forest and plantation. Next stop is the Cashew Factory, where you'll

see how cashew nuts are transformed into mouth-watering treats. Your tour also features a visit to Phukefs largest and most sacred religious

house, Wat Chalong. Top off your day with a stop at a souvenir shop. Notes: Approx. 0.4 miles walk over uneven and cobblestone surfaces
with 20 steps. Comfortable shoes and covered shoulders aro required for thie tour. This tour ls not suitable for fulltime
wheelchair/motorized scooter users. There is a preparation of shopping stalls in temple compound for temple fair dudng 07'12 Feb,
expect longer walk to Buddha-buildings and limited parking spaces. Expect additional time waiting for the elephant ride, as it ls the
Chinese New Year Period and camp might be packed with local tourists. Th€ walk from the tender boat to the buses is 500m.
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SPiO Singapore Sojourn - Hotel Drop Off
Tour duration: Approx.4 Hours / Meeting location: Cellar Masters, Deck 5 / Moderate
Enjoy this orientation tour to experience the contrasting sights and landscapes. See Parliament House, the Victoria Theatre, the Empress Place

Building and other colonial structures which have been restored to their original splendor. Also visit the Orchid Enclosure at the Botanical Gardens

which includes the world's largest orchid collection, featuring 60,000 plants displayed in a natural setting. Notes: At the conclusion of the tour
guests with confirmed reservations will be dropped off at the following hotels: The Conrad Centennial, Marina Orlental, Swiss Hotel-The

Stamford, Pan Pacific (Marina), Regent Hotel. Guests must be able to walk approx. 5 miles over flat and cobblestone surfaces.
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SP48 A Taste of singapore - Hotel or cruise Center Drop Off C5 @
Tour duration: Approx.3130 Hours / Meeting location: Cellar Masters, Deck 5 / Moderate
Experience the best of Singapore: enjoy a beautiful scenic drive through the Marina Bay precinct with its jaw-dropping view of Singapore's skyline;

stop at Lau Pa Sat Market, the oldest food court in town; get on a bumboat and glide down the Singapore River' Relax and sip on a cup of coffee in

a Heritage caf6. Notes: At the conclusion of the tour guests with confirmed reservations will be dropped off at the following hotels: The
Conrad Centennial, Marina Oriental, Swiss Hotel-The Stamford, Pan Pacific (Marina), Regent Hotel' Guests staying in a hotel not
mentioned will be dropped off at the Cruise Centre. Guests must be able to walk approx. 0'Smiles over flat and cobblestone surfaces.
Walking at Chinatown is at guest's discretion,

SPll Singapore Sojourn -Airport Drop0ff
Tour duration: Approx.4 Hours / Meeting localion: Cellar Masters, Deck 5 / Moderate
See Parliament House, the Victoria Theatre, the Empress Place Building and other colonial structures which have been restored to their original
splendor. Also visit the Orchid Enclosure at the Botanical Gardens which includes the world's largest orchid collection, featuring 60,000 plants

displayed in a natural setting. Notes: Available for guests with flights after 3:30pm. Drop-off at Airport Terminal 3. The excurslon involves
walking approx. 0.5miles over flat and cobblestone surfaces.
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SP39 A Taste of Singapore - Airport Drop Off
Tour duration: 3:45 Hours / Meeting location: Cellar Masters, Deck 5 / Moderate
Experience the best of Singapore: enjoy a beautiful scenic drive through the Marina Bay precinct with its jaw-dropping view of Singapore's skyline;
stop at Lau Pa Sat Market, the oldest food court in town; get on a bumboat and glide down the Singapore River. Relax and sip on a cup of coffee in

a Heritage caf6. Notes: Approx. 200 yards walk over flat surfaces. Sequence of tour may change to avoid ovor crowding at venues. No
guests with walking difficulty, wheelchair-user or scooter-user are allowed on the tour. Available for guests with flights after 3:30pm'
Drop-off at Airport Terminal 3.
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GUESTS WITH MOBILITY CHALLENGES AND SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS: Please, report any walking difficulty or special mobility needs so we can make sure that eventually
you take the proper excursion that suits your abilities. Dietary requests should be submitted at least 48 hours in advance and not guaranteed to be accommodated by the tour

operator.

TRAFFIC lN ASIA: Please, be informed that in Asia traffic can grow heavy unexpectedly that might increase the duration of traveling time throughout the tours.

LOCAL ACCENT OF THE TOUR GUIDES: Please, note that all our tour guides are local, native.Asian speakers with noticeable local accent.

FAMIL:ES,TRAVEL:NC COMPAN10NS WiSHING TO BE SEATEDIN THE SAME BUSノ BOAT DURINO THE TOUR,Please,check in atthe meeting iocation atthe saine time

with all yourtour tickets indicating tO the shOre excursiOns star that yOu all wOuld like tO be assigned to the same vehicle/vessel.

ACTIVITY LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
Mild - Full participation mostly requires leisurely walking, although there may be some steps, uneven surfaces, and standing for long periods of time.

inclines, cobblestone surfaces, and extended periods of standing. Participants with physical limitations should take this into account.

and other rough terrain. These excursions are the most active and are designed for participants in excellent physical condition.
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